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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Background of the Proposed Research 

 

The motivation of the research is to meet the recent increasing needs for optical fiber 

pressure sensors capable of operating accurately and reliably in harsh environments. 

Accurate pressure measurement is very important in many industrial processes. For 

example, in oil exploration, pressure information of an oil reservoir is the primary 

parameter used to determine quantity of the oil reserve and to optimize the operation of 

oil extraction [1-3]. In the water industry, pressure gauges along with flow meters are the 

two primary instruments used to assess the water level and to optimize the water 

treatment process [4]. In a nuclear power plant, pressure sensors are deployed in the 

reactor to control the nuclear reaction. Pressuremeters are also widely used for in-situ 

ground investigations to assess ground conditions, which is the most important step in the 

geotechnical design [5].  

 

Harsh environments are often unavoidable in many engineering applications. These harsh 

environments may involve extreme physical conditions, such as high-temperature, high-

pressure, corrosion, toxicity, strong electromagnetic interference, and high-energy 

radiation.  Due to the severe environmental conditions, conventional pressure sensors are 

often difficult to apply. This situation has opened a new but challenging opportunity for 

the sensor society to provide robust, high-performance, and cost-effective pressure 

sensors capable of operating in those harsh environments.  

 

Optical fiber-based sensors have many advantages over conventional electronic sensors 

for hash environmental sensing applications. These include: small size, light weight, 

immunity to electromagnetic interference (EMI), resistance to chemical corrosion, 

avoidance of ground loops, high sensitivity, large bandwidth, capability of remote 
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operation, and potential capability of operating at high temperatures[6]. These advantages 

have promoted a worldwide research activity in optical fiber hash environmental sensing. 

For example, jointly sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy and The Chevron 

Research Company, the Photonics Laboratory at the Bradley Department of Electrical 

and Computer Engineering of Virginia Tech is currently leading the effort in developing 

fiber optic sensor technologies for the real-time measurement and monitoring of key 

parameters in oil reservoirs and wells involved in the oil industry. The proposed research 

entitled “Self-Calibrated Interferometric/Intensity-Based (SCIIB) Fiber Optic Pressure 

Sensor” is under the scope of this research effort with the practical goal of providing 

ruggedized pressure measurement instrumentation to satisfy the urgent needs for various 

downhole applications.  

 

 

1.2 Hydrostatic Pressure Measurement Techniques 

 

Hydrostatic pressure is defined as the pressure (force per unit area) generated by the 

weight of the fluid. Pressure is a derived quantity and as such has no primary standard. 

Development of pressure standards is therefore based on the primary quantities of mass 

and length. For this reason, in almost all applications, pressure is measured with respect 

to another pressure (a reference pressure).  

 

So far, there are three basic methods utilized for pressure measurement. The simplest 

method involves balancing an unknown pressure against the pressure produced by a 

column of liquid of known density (manometric techniques). The second method uses an 

elastic member of known area as the sensing element on which pressure acts and the 

resultant stress or strain is then measured to calculate the actual value of pressure. The 

third method is directly based on the definition of pressure, in which the pressure is 

calculated by measuring the force acting on a know area either directly or indirectly.  
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1.3 Liquid Manometers 

 

The manometer is the simplest device for pressure measurement. It uses the hydrostatic 

balance principle where a pressure is measured by the height of a liquid that it supports. 

A typical example is the mercury manometer which uses mercury (Hg) as the fluid 

medium. In fact, mercury manometers are so popular that the height of mercury column 

has been adopted as a unit for pressure measurement (1 mmHg = 133.322 Pa). 

Manometers have the advantages of simplicity and visibility. However, they have the 

drawback of large temperature dependence. The effect of temperature on the density of 

the fluid used in the manometer can introduce errors to pressure measurement. Because 

of this, manometers nowadays are rarely seen in field applications. However, liquid 

manometers are still widely used in laboratories and workshops where they are used as 

calibration standards.  

 

 

1.4 Mechanical Pressure Gauges with Flexing Elements 

 

Flexing elements can be used to measure pressure by measuring the motion of the 

flexible member caused by the pressure. The majority of early mechanical pressure 

gauges utilize a Bourdon tube, stacked diaphragms, or a bellows as their pressure sensing 

elements. The applied pressure causes a change in the shape of those flexible member 

and moves a pointer with respect to a scale.  

 

Bourdon tube can be made from a variety of elastic materials such as phosphor bronze, 

beryllium copper and stainless steel. A simple Bourdon tube usually has an oval cross-

section and is bent into a circle with one end sealed (referred as the free end). When the 

unknown pressure enters through the fixed open end, the tube uncoils slightly and the 

amount of the deflection of the free end is thus directly proportional to the applied 

pressure.  
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Metallic diaphragms in pressure gauges are often made with a corrugated surface to 

improve the sensitivity, linearity, and frequency response. The diaphragm is mounted to 

separate the pressure inlet and a cavity with a known pressure. When the unknown 

pressure acts on one side of the diaphragm, the diaphragm bends to give a motion that is 

proportional to the pressure difference.  

 

The performance of mechanical pressure gauges vary widely, not only as a result of their 

basic design and the materials of construction, but also because of the conditions under 

which they are used. The principal sources of error are the hysteresis in the flexing 

elements, changes in sensitivity due to changes of temperature, frictional effects, and the 

backlash in the pointer mechanism. The typical accuracy of a mechanical pressure gauge 

is about 2% of the full scale though some delicate systems can reach the accuracy as high 

as 0.1% of the full scale [4]. Other drawbacks of the mechanical pressure gauge include 

the non-linear output and the large size.  

 

 

1.5 Conventional Electronic Pressure Sensors 

 

In order to improve the sensitivity and resolution as well as to provide means for 

compensating for nonlinear effects and the ability to transmit data over considerable 

distance, electrical/electronic devices were later added to the pressure gauges for 

converting mechanical displacements into an electrical signal thereby creating a whole 

family of electronic pressure transducers. Many years of research and developments of 

pressure measurement techniques have resulted in various pressure transducers including: 

• Capacitive 

• Differential transformer 

• Inductive 

• Force balance 

• Piezoelectric 
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• Piezoresistive 

• Potentiometric 

• Vibrating wire or tube 

• Strain gauges 

 

In almost all these pressure transducers, the pressure signal is converted to the deflection 

or movement of the pressure-sensing element, and thereafter measured by different 

electronic sensing techniques. The performance characteristics of these pressure 

transducers are summarized in Table 2-1[4] As shown in the table, the transducers vary 

widely in performance and cost. 

 

Table 2-1. Typical performance of electronic pressure transducers 

 

 
Transducer type 
 

 
Range 

 
Resolution 

 
Frequency 
response 

 
Stability 

 
Hysteresis 

 
Temperature 
dependence 

Capacitive 
 

Low 0.01% Variable Good Small Large 

Differential 
transformer 

Low ±0.5% 1kHz Good Small Moderate 

Inductive Large ±0.5% DC 
 

Good Large Moderate 

Force balance Large 0.05% DC to 5Hz 
 

Excellent Moderate Small 

Piezoelectric 
 

2 to 1000 
bar 

0.02% 10Hz to 
100kHz 

Good Small Moderate 

Piezoresistive 
 

1 to 1000 
bar 

0.01% High Fair Small Large 

Potentiometric 
 

Low 1% Low Fair Large Large 

Vibrating wire or 
tube 

Low 0.1% High Poor Low Large 

Strain gauges <500 bar 1% to 
0.05% 

High Good Low Large 
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 1.6 Micro Electro Mechanical System (MEMS) Based Pressure Sensors 

 

Successes in the semiconductor industry have brought the sensing society a blandly new 

type of sensor based on the Micro Electro Mechanical System (MEMS) technology. 

These MEMS devices were initially manufactured using standard IC processing along 

with orientation dependent (or anisotropic) wet chemical etching and wafer bonding [7]. 

Improvement in silicon etching technology has continued the trend to provide better 

methods for MEMS sensor fabrication. The P+/Si etch stop scheme used for controlling 

the thickness of the membrane has later been replaced by electrochemical means [8]. 

More recently, the highly directional plasma etching technique was developed to achieve 

the fast etching rate and a high depth-to-width aspect ratio [9-11]. This new dry etching 

technique is based on high density sulfur hexafluoride and oxygen plasma, which results 

from the combination of the reactant gases or alternating process of etching and 

protective polymer deposition. The process is orientation independent and has a high Si 

etching rate (≥2 µm/min) as compared to SiO2 (≤0.013 µm/min) and photoresist (≤0.026 

µm/min). In terms of sensor packaging techniques, the silicon to silicon bonding is now 

replacing anodic and glass frit bonding to avoid the detrimental effect caused by 

mismatch of thermal expansion coefficients between Si and glass.  

 

MEMS based pressure sensors can be categorized into two different types, the 

piezoresistive and the capacitive, based on the two physical mechanisms used to convert 

a mechanical motion to an electronic signal [12].  

 

Ever since the piezoresistance effect (the physical phenomenon of resistance being a 

function of the applied strain or stress) in semiconductor materials was discovered 

[13,14], it has been widely applied to manufacture pressure sensors [15]. The 

piezoresistive pressure sensor is usually made by placing sensing resistors on the top of a 

silicon diaphragm. When the diaphragm is subject to the applied pressure, the resultant 

strain from the deflected diaphragm will change the resistance value of the sensing 
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resistors. The readout of the sensor has largely been done by a Wheatstone bridge 

configuration, formed by two R+
p resistors (their resistance increases with pressure) and 

two R-
p (their resistance decreases with pressure).  

 

Capacitive sensors will generate an electrical signal as a result of the elastic deformation 

of a membrane. However, it is not the built-up stress in the membrane that causes the 

signal, but rather its displacement. The capacitive MEMS sensor is usually a parallel-

plate capacitor formed between a sensing diaphragm and a substrate. The deflection of 

the diaphragm resulting from the applied pressure causes the change of the distance 

between these two plates and thus results in a change of capacitance as a function of the 

applied pressure [16]. Through two electrical wires, the capacitor is connected to an 

electrical circuit which converts the capacitance to either a voltage signal or a frequency 

signal as the sensor readout.  

 

Most commercial MEMS pressure sensors up to date use piezoresistive techniques. In 

general, the piezoresistive sensor has a very good linearity due to the inherent linear 

resistance-pressure relation. Piezoresistive-type pressure sensors have been used widely 

and accurately in the measurement of dynamic pressure changes. However, a major 

problem associated with the piezoresistive pressure sensor is its inherent cross sensitivity 

to temperature. The influence of temperature on a piezoresistive pressure sensor can 

cause these sensors drift about 100 Pa per day, which makes them deficient when it 

comes to a long-term measurement. Other drawbacks of the piezoresistive sensor include 

the large power consumption and the very strict requirement of placing the sensing 

resistors accurately to obtain maximal sensitivity. Contrary to the piezoresistive sensor, 

the capacitive sensor has a large nonlinearity because of the nonlinear function of the 

capacitance-pressure relation. On the other hand, the displacement-based measurement 

mechanism makes the capacitive sensor less sensitive to the temperature variation [17]. 

The introduction of a dummy reference pressure-insensitive capacitor in the same cavity 

further improved the temperature stability of the capacitive sensor [18]. It is well known 
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that the capacitive detection principle is supreme concerning sensitivity and power 

consumption. However, since the electrical capacitances are normally very small, the 

electrical connections to the sensor are very sensitive to parasitics and noise. Therefore, it 

is desireable to make the connections as short and well defined as possible, which makes 

the packaging of the sensor a big challenge.  

 

MEMS-based sensors have the advantages of small size, high sensitivity, low cost, 

potential of large production, and batch fabrication process for a large production yield. 

Although it is quite a natural idea to integrate electronic networks on the same chip where 

the sensing mechanism is located, this approach is far from natural from the fabrication 

technology viewpoint. Sensor fabrication requires dedicated processing sequences that 

may conflict with the IC processing, impeding the merging of both devices. Often, the 

circuit processing will have to be performed at the beginning, and then the wafers are 

post processed in the micromachining foundry.  

 

There are certain drawbacks that impede the large-scale application of MEMS-based 

sensors for harsh environmental sensing applications. First, MEMS pressure sensors with 

integrated electronics based on silicon materials are limited to operation at temperatures 

below 150°C [19]. In order to extend the temperature range of operation, other materials 

with high stability need to be used in the sensor construction [20]. However, the 

introduction of other materials makes the sensor packaging even more difficult and 

worsens the temperature cross sensitivity of the sensor due to the mismatch of the 

coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE). Second, the electromagnetic nature of the 

MEMS sensor renders them subjective to electromagnetic interference (EMI) when used 

in harsh environments. The power lines and the signal wires of the MEMS sensor must be 

well protected, especially when the sensor is used for long distance remote sensing 

applications such as downhole oil well measurements.  
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1.7 Optical Fiber-Based Pressure Sensors 

 

The light transmitted through an optical fiber can be characterized by such parameters as 

intensity, wavelength, phase, and polarization. By detecting the change of these 

parameters resulting from the interaction between the optical fiber and the measrand, 

fiber optic sensors can be designed to measure a wide variety of physical and chemical 

parameters. Accordingly, fiber optic sensors can be categorized into four major groups 

including: intensity based fiber optic sensors, color modulated fiber optic sensors, phase 

modulated (or interferometric) fiber optic sensors, and polarization modulated fiber optic 

sensors. More than three decades of extensive research in fiber optic sensor technologies 

has greatly enhanced the technical background of all the sensor categories, and the 

applications of each group of the sensors are expanding very rapidly.  

 

1.7.1 Intensity-based pressure sensor 

 

In general, intensity-based sensors are inherently simple and require only a modest signal 

processing complexity through a direct detection of the change of optical power either in 

transmission or reflection. A well-developed and successfully commercialized intensity-

based sensor is the multimode optical fiber microbend sensor, which bases its principle 

on the physical phenomenon that mechanical periodic microbends can cause the energy 

of the guided modes to be coupled to the radiation modes and consequently results in 

attenuation of the transmitted light. Pressure sensors can thus be constructed by designing 

the mechanical microbending device to transfer the applied pressure to the optical 

intensity change. Although microbend pressure sensors have been reported with very 

high resolution (typically better than 0.1%), the large hysteresis and the power fluctuation 

associated with the optical source and fiber loss limit their accuracy within a few percent 

of the full scale [21]. The large size of the mechanical microbending mechanism also 

makes the microbend fiber optic pressure sensor impractical in many sensing applications 

where the size of the sensor is restricted to a very small dimension.  
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1.7.2 Interferometric pressure sensor 

 

Up to date, four types of optical fiber interferometric sensors have been investigated for 

the measurements of displacement, temperature, strain, pressure and acoustic signals. 

These are the Mach-Zehnder, Michelson, Fabry-Perot, and Sagnac interferometers. 

Among them, the first three interferometric sensors have been developed into pressure 

sensors while the Sagnac interferometer has been primarily used for gyroscopes.  

 

Mach-Zehnder and Michelson interferometers are the two intrinsic fiber sensors that have 

been investigated extensively for acoustic pressure detections in the early stage of fiber 

sensor development. For example, under water hydrophones based on these two 

interferometers were reported to have very high resolution of 0.01% [22, 23].  However, 

due to the very low level of photoelastic or stress-optic coefficients of the silica glass 

fibers, a very long length of sensing fiber is necessary to obtain the desirable sensitivity, 

which unavoidably makes the sensor thermally unstable. Another drawback associated 

with these two types of interferometric sensors is the polarization-fading problem which 

refers to the interference fringe visibility as a function of the polarization status of the 

light transmitted inside the fibers. The temperature instability and the polarization fading 

problem both render the Mach-Zehnder and Michelson interferometric sensors unsuitable 

for the long-term measurement of DC pressure signals where the sensor drift must be 

kept to a very small level.  

 

Optical fiber Extrinsic Fabry-Perot interferometers (EFPI) have also been developed into 

pressure sensors to measure pressure signal [24]. Compared to the Mach-Zehnder and 

Michelson sensors, the EFPI sensor has the advantages of smaller size and the immunity 

to the polarization status. Moreover, because the reference and signal waves are packed 

very closely together, there is a potential advantage to minimize the temperature 

dependence of the sensor.  
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In summary, optical fiber interferometric sensors usually have the reputation of design 

flexibility of the sensing element, large dynamic range, and extremely high resolution. 

However, due to the non-linear periodic nature of the interference signal, the accurate 

detection of the differential phase change of an interferometer becomes a real challenge. 

Very often, the complexity of the phase demodulation part of the interferometric sensor 

contributes the most to its high cost.  

 

1.7.3 Polarization-modulated pressure sensor 

 

The mainstream of the developed polarization-modulated fiber optic sensor is based on 

two different physical effects: the Faraday effect and the photoelastic effect. Sensors 

based on the Faraday effect are mainly used to measure electrical or magnetic field with 

the typical application of the measurement of the electrical current. On the other hand, 

photoelastic fiber sensors are naturally suitable for developing into pressure sensors 

because the photoelastic effect directly transfers the applied pressure into the change of 

the polarization property in the optical medium. Although silica glass fiber itself exists 

very weak photoelastic effect, external optical crystals are often used as the sensing 

element for better control and more accurate measurement. The first fiber optic pressure 

sensor based on the photoelastic effect was introduced in 1982 by Spillman [25]. Since 

then, many photoelastic fiber sensors have been reported by different authors with their 

emphases on the development of clever methods to compensate for the optical power 

variation of the system [26, 27]. With a real good self-compensation mechanism, the 

external photoelastic pressure sensor could achieve an accuracy of 0.2%. However, the 

self-compensation had to be constructed at the same location of the external sensing 

element, which made the sensor head very bulky and difficult to be protected in harsh 

environments.  
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1.7.4 Wavelength-modulated pressure sensor 

 

The most popular wavelength-modulated fiber optic sensor has been the fiber grating-

based sensor ever since the first fiber grating was manufactured in 1989 through 

transverse UV exposure [27]. Fiber sensors based on both Bragg gratings and long period 

gratings have been developed for the measurement of temperature, strain and pressure 

[28-30]. By coating the grating region with specially designed elastic material or 

encapsulating the grating into a glass bubble, fiber grating sensors have been used to 

measure hydrostatic pressure with a typical resolution of 0.5% [31,32]. Fiber grating 

sensors have the advantages of immunity to the optical power loss variation of the optical 

network and the capability of multiplexing many sensors to share the same signal 

processing unit. However, the long-term reliability of the fiber grating sensors has been a 

concern due to the degradation of optical properties and mechanical strength when the 

grating is exposed to high temperature and high pressure environments [33]. Moreover, 

when used for pressure measurements, fiber grating sensors exhibit relatively large 

temperature dependence which limits their scale of applications for harsh environmental 

sensing.  

 

In summary, although optical fiber-based pressure sensors have the potential opportunity 

to replace the majority of conventional electronic pressure transducers in existence in 

today’s sensor market because of their unique set of advantages that can’t be offered by 

other technologies, technical difficulties still exist and delay this becoming a reality. The 

most common concerns about the practical applications of fiber optic pressure sensors 

include the stability issue and the cross-sensitivity among multiple environmental 

parameters. The fluctuation of source power and the change in fiber loss can easily 

introduce errors to the measurement results, which make most optical fiber-based sensors 

unstable. The fact that most fiber sensors are cross sensitive to temperature changes also 

makes it difficult to use fiber optic sensors to measure parameters other than temperature 
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in many practical applications. In order to be able to apply fiber optic sensors to real 

applications, research work must be performed to overcome these technical difficulties.  

 

 

1.8 Requirements of Fiber Optic Pressure Sensors for Harsh Environments 

 

In general, fiber optic pressure sensors that can be used in harsh environments have to 

satisfy several special requirements as explained below. 

 

1. High temperature capability 

High temperature is very often involved in many harsh environments. For example, 

temperatures in downhole environments can reach 200°C or higher, and the temperature 

involved in gas turbine engine or power generation systems can easily go over 400°C. 

The high temperature is the main reason that renders most electronic sensors 

inapplicable. Although optical fibers can sustain temperatures as high as 800°C before 

the dopants start to thermally diffuse, extra attention must be paid to the design and 

fabrication of the fiber sensor in order to maintain the desirable performance at such high 

temperature.  

 

2. High pressure capability 

Pressures as high as 20,000 psi can be encountered in harsh environments such as in oil 

reservoirs. In order to be able to survive in such extremely high pressure environments, 

fiber optic pressure sensors must be designed and fabricated with enough mechanical 

strength and with its optical paths entirely sealed to provide the necessary protection.  

 

3. Good thermal stability 

Fiber optic pressure sensors designed for harsh environmental sensing applications must 

be thermally stable or have the capability of compensating for temperature changes. 
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Otherwise the temperature fluctuation of the environment can easily introduce large 

errors in the measurement results.  

 

4. Absolute measurement and self-calibration capability 

Fiber optic pressure sensors with absolute readouts are much more attractive in 

applications for harsh environments because they do not require initialization and/or 

calibration when the power is switched on. In addition, the self-calibration is required so 

that the fiber loss changes and the source power fluctuations can be fully compensated, 

otherwise absolute measurement becomes meaningless.  

 

5. Cost-effectiveness 

As the market for fiber optic pressure sensors for harsh environment opens rapidly, the 

cost of the sensors and instrumentation is becoming a concern of increasing importance. 

In order to achieve successful commercialization, fiber optic pressure sensor systems 

must be robust as well as low costs. This requires that the complexity of the fiber sensor 

system must be kept to the minimum and the technique and process of fabricating sensor 

probes must have the potential of allowing mass production.   

 

6. Deployability  

Fiber optic pressure sensors designed for harsh environment applications must be capable 

of remote operation and flexible enough for easy deployment. This requires the sensor 

size to be small enough to fit the limited room where the sensor will be located. Also, the 

sensor packaging must be flexible enough to go through the sharp corners on the route of 

sensor deployment.  
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1.9 Scope of the proposed research 

 

Bearing in mind the main objective of developing a robust fiber optic pressure sensor 

technology for harsh environmental sensing applications, the research work proposed in 

this thesis, entitled “Self-Calibrated Intensity/Interferometric Based (SCIIB) Fiber Optic 

Pressure Sensor”, is focused on two issues: 1) the improvement of the stability of fiber 

optic sensors by developing innovative techniques to provide fiber optic sensors with 

self-calibration capability so that the fluctuation of the source power and the change of 

the fiber loss can be fully compensated, and 2) the optimal design and the development of 

the sensor probe fabrication techniques to minimize the temperature cross-sensitivity of 

the fiber sensors.  

 

The principle of the SCIIB technology is presented in detail in Chapter 2. The work of 

implementing two SCIIB instrumentation systems is reported in Chapter 3, including 

both the single mode fiber-based and the multimode fiber-based SCIIB sensor systems. 

Chapter 4 is concentrated on the controlled thermal bonding techniques for fabricating 

high performance SCIIB sensor probes. Chapter 5 studies the mathematical models of the 

sensor in response to pressure and temperature. Chapter 6 is dedicated to the system 

performance analysis and the performance enhancement measures. The experiments and 

results of the SCIIB fiber optic sensor are presented in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 summarizes 

the research work and proposes some research directions for future improvement 

purposes.   
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